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ABSTRACT
The SESAME database has been in existence for over twenty years and has been
provided to over three hundred users worldwide.

Currently, we supply the following:

equation of state and material propernes data, including pressure, internal energy, and
Helmholtz free energy as functions of density and temperatu~,
cumes, and vaporization
conductivity,

information;

thermal conductivity,

electron trarqmrt

thermoelectric

shear modulus, melting

properties, including electrical

coefficient, and electron conductive

opacity; and opaci~ data, including mean ion charge, Rosseland mean opacity, and Planck
mean opacity.

The opacity and transport data are available for fhe elements.

The equation

of state and material properties are for a broad variety of materials from e!emmm. to
composites, to compounds,

to rocks. The ranges of densit:’ and temperature that are

covered are typically extreme; frum zero density to 105 gin/cc, from zero Kelvin to 109
Kelvin.
We have supplied less general tables to users with their own specialized needs. We
wish to continue such and to expand SESAME to SESAME++.

This will be an enlarged

database including more types of material data for an expanded group of users with more
diverse interes~s.

KEY WORDS: equation of state, matexials database, opacities, thermodynamic

data, transport

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 THE SESAME D.4TABASE
The SESAME Equation-of-State
tables for the thermodynamic
the Library.

(EOS) Library is a standardized,

properties of materials with FORTIL4N

All arc developd

compounds,

currently

liha.ry of

subroutines for the use of

and maintained by the Mechanics of Materials and Equation-of-

State Group (T- 1) of the Themetical
The Librrq

computer-based

Division at Los Alan-m National Laboratory.

contains

data for iibout 170 materials,

metals, minerals, polymers,

Library are upgraded when appropriate,
Library is used by many researchers

including

simple elements,

mixtures, etc. The i20S’s for existing materials

in the

and EOS’S for new materials are added frequently.

(a few hundred),

external users include scientists at various institutions

The

both inside and outside the Laboratory;
in the United States and in other countries.

The Library is presently being offered to all interested users free of charge.
data stored in the Library include tables of pressure P and energy E

The thermodynamic

(and also in many cases, of Helmhol[z
temperature

of density

p and

T. Besides total P, E, and A tables, often separate P, E, and A tables of thermal

electronic and ion (including
vaporization,

free energy A), each as a function

zero point) contributions

are available.

Some materials also have

melt and shear tables. I%e typical density and temperature ranges are from 10-b to

104 gin/cc and O to 105 ev, respectively.
While there do exist SESAME Libraries for other properties, as outlined in the abstract, for
the remainder of this pa~r
1.2 THEORETICAL

we restrict our attention t~ the EOS library.

MODELS

AND METHODS

Because of the large ranges of density and tempemtu :e, ~mdbecause of the very diverse
kinds of phases and materials encountered in the Librmy, the global EOS’S in the Library are
formed using various combinations
interpolation

of different theoretical models in different regions with

between, usually thermodynamically

different !imm most data compilations

consistent.

Thus SESAME is somewhat

in that it is not a collection of experimental

data or the

results from some standard theory. f! SESAME table is typically the praluct of fitting semiempincal theories to experimental

data for a given material.

This normalized model is then used

to calculate the full table.
Most often the models include a Thomas-Fexmi-Dirac

theo~ for thermal elexxronic contri-

butions to the ECX. A few EOS’S incorporate the INFERNO rncdel for an atom embedded in an
electron gas at 7nite tempemture; electron-band

structure models, including augmented plane-

wave, LMTO, KKR, and Gaussian orbital approaches; or a Saha model for ionization
equilibrium.
Other models include Einstein, Debye, Cowan, Chart-D mld generalized Chart-D models for
lattice vibrations in solids; hard-sphere petiurbation
harmonic-oscillator

approaches for fluids; and rigid-rotator

and

methods for molecular rotational and vibrational terms, respectively.

Other approaches include molecular-dynamics

(MD) computer simulations of metals, of

rigid diatomic and tnatomic molecules, and of nonrigid diatomic molecule:,.

Pse.~dopotei tials

and melting in metals have been studied by MD. The capacity alsc exists in the T-1 Group to
study glasses am! solid-solid transitions by MD.
Various somewhat empirical methods are also USP4:virial expansions;
various inrrrmolecular

analytic tits of data to

potciltials, including Lennard Jones (6- 12), Buckingham

.noc!ilied Morse potcmials; multi-parameter

(exp-6), and

functional fits of data; Mie-Griineise,~ equation of

state; etc.
The aim of the SESAME Library is to have thermodynamically

self-consistent

EOS’S that

are made with the best possible physics and the best possible agreement with available
mental data-given rcalis,ic time constraints.
generatti

cYpwi-

Most EOS’S in the SESAME Library have been

by the T- 1 Group, but the Library does include some 13X’s originally constructed

researchers at other institutions (such as the National Bureau of Standard and Lawrence
Livmrncre National Laboratory and adapted by the T- 1 Group ‘cmthe SESAME Library).
The T-1 Group uses its own versions of some externally develop.d
generate EOS’S, but also develops its own new models and methods.

theoretical models to

by

Other features of various EOS’S in the SESAME Library include treatments of shock data,
incol poraticm of various phase transitions (inc!uding Maxwell constructions

or van der Waals

loops for fwst-order phase transitions), modeling of foams or porous materials, and calculation of
dilute gas mixtures.
Of recent interest is the inclusion of better theoretical models and methods for(1) melting
and (2) nonideal mixtures in the mechanisms

used to generate the global EOS’S. Many of these

improved models and methods have been developed by various T- 1 Group members and can be
used now for calculations of individual thermodynamic

points or of small regions in phase space.

Stili other models and methods are being developed in these areas, as well as in many other areas
of interest in the calculation of EOS’S for a variety of diverse materials.

1.3 SESAME SOFTWARE
SESAME Subroutine Library
The SESAME subroutine likmwy was developal

to simplify use of tabular EOS data.

SESAME tables are transmitted to users on magnetic tapes, e-mail, m other electronic
means in a card image format that can be read arid interpreted by the user’s c~mputing
system.

The user is also suppiid

with FORTRAN

subroutines that preprocess the data

into a compact binary file and update this file as needed. The user is supplied with
subroutines that search this file for a given material, load data into a local array, and
compute thermodynamic
function interpolation

func~ions by search and interpolation.

Linear and rational

schemes are availabh= for one and two dimensions.

Thus, the

database is available for directly reading into computer codes.
Routines are available to compute F and E (and their fhsi derivatives)

as a function of

p and T wtd also to compute P and T (and their first derivatives) as a function of p and E.
Other EOS data that can be computed include isotherms, isoc!wes,

adiabats, Hugoniots

(shcxk velocities and particle velocities), vapor-liquid coexistence curves, thermodynamic
behavior of foams, phase transitions, iind melt and shear modulus tables.

Display (kb
The T-1 Group has a number of in-hollsc display codes that combine various subroutines

mentioned in the preceding section to pm~”ide tabular and graphical representation
data. SES2D and SES3D are twm and th.rwdhensional

graphics cties

of the EOS

using DISSPLA

graphics which plot tabulated data. SES2D plots isothenms, isochores, I-hgoniots and adiabats.
The SHIP code displays t4e Library data in tabular form and the DSPLX code is used to
calculate Hugoniots, isentropes, and other quantities which it also displays In tabuhr form.
FinallY, SESLIST is
description

used

to

generate

a

catalog of materials in a SESAME Library along with a

of methods used to calculaw each table and its density-Temperature

2. BASELINE EOS THEORY

range.

~

Almost all of the equations of state being produced for SESAME are now being done with
one method, one set of models.
by similar modeling.

Also, over the years by far most of the EOS’S have been created

In this section we will om.line this baseline method.

We wi!l also mention

a couple of more elaborate methods that are sometimes used, especially for metals.
have discontinued
Librq.

Finally, we

using a rmmbe~ o~ te~hniq~es thdt produced a few EOS’S that are in the

Repofi LA-1016O-MS should be cmnndted for these [ 1j.

“.~e standard thinkii~g for SESAME is that an EOS is composed of three parts; the zero
temperature isotherm (cold ctuve), the thermal ionic, and thermal electronic.

We model each

separately and construct the total EOS, the 301 table, by summing the three

Other tables, 304,

305, and 306, come from the individual piuts. By convention we put the zero point motion of the
ions in wi~h the thermal ionic contribution.
The thermal ekxtmnic

contribution

is calculated using finite temWrature Thomas-Femi-

Dirac (TUD) theory. Our current model for this is due to J.ibmrtan

[2] and is the same as that of

Cowan and Ashkin [3j but treats exchange and con-ela~on with a local density approximation.
The thermal pw is produced by running TFD everywhere including zero temperature and then
subtracting the TFD cold curve from the whole table. For a few materials the INFERNO mtiel
[41 for tile finite temperature electronic structure has been used

Here the Dirac equation is

solved for the single particle quamum levels in the Selfzonsistent

field of an atom in a

constrained spherical cell. INFERNO obtains structure from the elemron ionization whi!e TFD
smoothes through such.
Our ionic models have been very similar with the cumnt

one having more details of meltinq

[5]. The solid regicm is treated with Debye theory. The lcxation of melting is determined
Lindemann formula.
high temperatures.
of density.

Above melting an interpolation

by the

is made, going smoothly to ideal gas at

For these rwdels it is necessary to know the Debye temperature as a function

This we obtain from simple analytic forms fit to data.

For the cold curve we Iuok at three different density regions. We usually have shcwk wave
data from the ambient density of the solid to some-high density.

Over this range we use the

shock data and the above fit for the Debye temperature to calculate the cold cume from MieGriineisen ~.heory [6]. For higher densities an interpolation
connection to the Mie-Griineisen

is made to TITl theory with a smooth

region. For low densities a simple analytic form is again

smoothly merged into the Mie-Griineisen

region. The other pamrmers

for expansion are

selected to obtain the correct cohesive energy and gas-liquid critical point. In a few special cases
the Mie-Griineisen

procedure has been replaced by ab inirw b~d-structure

calculations.

The drove method gives us our basic EOS tables. We also pull out the details of melting
and va~rization

and place those in special tables, 401, 411, and 412, for these phase transitions.

Most recentlv we have included a zero temperature shear modulus table. It is sometimes
appropriate to create an EOS that is a ~mixture. We use simple mixing rules such as additive
volume and partial pressure [7].
While the above is our standard procedure and does account, by far, fw most of om database, we have and still attempt to serve the users’ special needs. This includes using models and
limk.d regions with increasexl accuracies as well as going to material data other than equation of
state. We hope to continue this expansion of what is treated in the SESAME Library,

3. STRUCTURE OF THE SESAME LIBRARY
TheSESAME Library is a fileset consisting of a directory file and one or more material
files. (We typically do not send the whole Library but only a subset of interest to the user.) Each
material file corresponds

to a s~ific

ma(erial and consists of fin index record followed by a

variable number of data records or tables. The various ty~s

of SESAME data records and their

structure are shown below.
The SESAME Library may be consuuctd

with eithw a sequential or random lKl format.

The sequential version has a one-word reccwd mark at the end of each x.cord, a one-word file
mark at the ena of each file and two end of file marks at the end of the Library.
version has an addrsss army in tie ~ond

The random

record of the dlrcctory file with address that can be

used to locate the beginning of each material file and an address array in the index record of each
ma~eria.1file containing the addresses of the data r~cords for that material.

The ra~dom and

sequential versions may be read by the subroutines found in the SESAME subroutine package.
The SESA?JIE libraries

~itirtttind

by T-1 on the CRAY machines at LANL have random

I/o format.

TYPES OF SESAME DATA RECORDS
Table 101

Comments

Table 102

Commems

Table 201

Atomic Number, Atomic Mass, Normal Density

Table 31;1

Total EOS (304 t 305 + 306)

Table 303

lon EOS Plus Cold Cu.me (305 + 306)

Table 304

Electron EOS

Table 305

Ion EOS (Including Zero Point)

Tabl” 306

Cold Curie (No Zero Point)

Table 4.)1

Vaporization Table

Table 4 I 1

Solid Mel! Table

Table 412

Liquid Melt Table

Table 431

Shear

Table SOi

Opamy Grid Boundtuy. Calculated vs. Interpolated

Table S02

Rosseland M~M O,pa~ity (cmz g-l)

Table 50?

Electro.I Conductive Opamy!

Table 504

Mean Ion Chargel (free ei=lnms per atom)

Table 505

Planck Mean Opacity (cm2 g-l)

Table 601

Mean [on Charge2 (free electrons p

Table C(I2

Electrical Conduxivity (sec- 1,

Table 603

The~..d Conductivity (cm-i ~-1)

Table 604

The: rnoek.xric Codficient (cm-l --1,

Table 60S

Electron Conductive Opacity2 (cm2 g ‘1]

@x:ty

MuiuhIs

Ttiblc

(cmz g-))

atom)

Malcl (HLbbard-Lxnpe)

%2cmductivity Model (2%nan)
4. IJSE OF THE SESAME

LIBRi~RY

In addition to the SESAME Equation GfState Database, the user will also ieceivc the
subroutine library SESPACK. SESPACK consists of two distinct subroutine packages,
The first is mnqxxd

of the basic subprograms needed to implement SESAME tables h a

computer program which uses equation of sta!z data. The second is the HYDSIX
subroutine package for use in hydrodynamic codes. l%is ~ckage is described in
“HYDSES: A subroutine package for using SESAME in hydrodynamic codes” [8].

There is no standard density-temperature grid ror SESAME EOS tables. Each grid can
be constructed to give the txst representation of the EOS with as few points as possible.
Consequently, storage requirements vary from material to material. At the present time, no
table requires more than 15(KUIwords. In most cases, a SESAME EOS table covers a much
larger density and temperature range than is needed for a particular application.

We

provide a routine which reduces tie size of the EOS Mle.s by deleting data outside of
specified density and temperature limits, thus decrea..ing storage requirements.
The routines in the basic subroutine package are classified into several types, as listed
next. These routines are written in ANS FORTRAN
them to their local compilcm.

so that users should not have to adapt

However, there may be certain exceptions to thiz rule, in

pm-ricular, input and output maybe system dependent.
The classes of routines are: (1) generalized input/output;
packaged EOS routines ior hydromdes;
adiabats; (5) search and interpolation;

(2) library preprocesso~ (3)

(4) auxiliary packaged routines for Hugoniots and
(6) library manipulation;

and (7) a test problem.

OBTAINING THE SESAME LIBRARY
To obtain the SESAME EOS data and subroutine ilbr~

either mail or FAX your

request to
SESAME Library, T-1, MS-B221
Los Alamos National IAmratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545

Fax No: .505-665-5757.

Please include ym.r choice of storage media and format.

For a standard ~400 ft. magnetic tape specify either ASCII or EBCDIC character set and
either 16(KIer 6250 BPI. Electronic means ars now our most common form of
tra&mission,

nquiring

details of how to ship the fries to you.

Users interested in opacity data should contact
Group T-4, .MS B212
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545
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